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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) can be termed as an auto-
configured and infrastructure-less wireless networks to monitor physical or
environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure
and motion etc. WSNs may comprise thousands of Internet of Things (IoT)
devices to sense and collect data from its surrounding, process the data and
take an automated and mechanized decision. On the other side the pro-
liferation of these devices will soon cause radio spectrum shortage. So, to
facilitate these networks, we integrate Cognitive Radio (CR) functionality in
these networks. CR can sense the unutilized spectrum of licensed users and
then use these empty bands when required. In order to keep the IoT nodes
functional all time, continuous energy is required. For this reason the energy
harvested techniques are preferred in IoT networks. Mainly it is preferred to
harvest Radio Frequency (RF) energy in the network. In this paper a region
based multi-channel architecture is proposed. In which the coverage area of
primary node is divided as Energy Harvesting Region and Communication
Region. The SecondaryUser (SU) that are the licensed user is IoT enabledwith
Cognitive Radio (CR) techniques so we call it CR-enabled IoT node/device
and is encouraged to harvest energy by utilizing radio frequency energy. To
harvest energy efficiently and to reduce the energy consumption during sens-
ing, the concept of overlapping region is given that supports to sense multiple
channels simultaneously and help the SU to find best channel for transmitting
data or to harvest energy from the ideal channel. From the experimental
analysis, it is proved that SU can harvest more energy in overlapping region
and this architecture proves to consume less energy during data transmission
as compared to single channel. We also show that channel load can be highly
reduced and channel utilization is proved to be more proficient. Thus, this
proves the proposed architecture cost-effective and energy-efficient.
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1 Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is considered as a chief support for monitoring and man-
aging industrial, medical, agriculture, transportation and military applications. A WSN consists of
thousands of small and less expensive sensor nodes that interact with each other for the purpose
of sensing the environment, process the collected data and communicate to take the appropriate
decisions [1].

These small sensor nodes collective are known as Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT is
basically a group of sensor devices that are deployed over a large distance or sometimes they are
not physically present together. But their aim is to collectively work for a specific purpose. They
share their collected information among themselves and co-ordinate with each other in order to
perform a specific task. IoT nodes are battery rechargeable devices that are deployed over required
coverage areas to make network more efficient [2]. The decision taken by these devices is more
effective and timely reducing the risk of damage.

Cognitive radio (CR) can be defined as a smart communication system that collects its sur-
rounding nodes information. From the collected information it can automatically take decision to
perform two main functions that are efficient spectrum utilization and reliable communication [3].
CR works as a decision taker device in the network to control the communication, it senses
the licensed channel when it is not used by the Primary User (PU), it handover the channel or
sometimes a portion of the spectrum to the Secondary User (SU) for communication or energy
harvesting. In Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) the nodes can be categorized as 1) primary users
(PUs) that own a specific spectrum and 2) secondary users (SUs) that does not own any spectrum
and use the PU channel for communication.

In Ad-hoc CR structure, the IoT nodes are facilitated with all CR capabilities [4]. These
CR enabled IoT devices after observing the surrounding data effectively, take decision through
the machine learning algorithms and when many IoT devices are working collaboratively for a
common purpose the IoT devices directly communicate with each other after processing data
from local environment and do not need any central unit. These IoT nodes also do not require
any external assistance to connect and share information to CR-enabled IoT devices of other
networks. The major problem faced during maintaining IoT devices is limited energy storage of
the nodes [5,6]. Once the battery of devices fade away, the communication will be stopped until
the battery would be replaced or by finding any other source of energy. Practically it is almost
impossible to change the energy storage time to time. Therefore the advances for energy harvesting
from the environment is preferred for long life of nodes in the network [7,8]. The energy can
be harvested from the natural sources like solar, thermal, wind, chemical etc or energy sources
installed by human beings. Energy can be gained from these sources or energy can be gained
from the spectrum [9,10]. Radio Frequency (RF) energy harvesting is a processing of converting
energy from electromagnetic sources into voltage. In CR enabled IoT network the secondary nodes
harvest energy from the primary user spectrums i.e., from the licensed channels. In some networks
it is very challenging to provide any other source of energy to the nodes, the energy harvested
from solar or other natural sources also could not be enough to keep the nodes alive, nodes
battery cannot be changed time to time as it is very expensive to keep the network functional.
Thus energy harvested from the RF by utilizing the PU spectrum proves to be more beneficial
and reasonable technique to keep the nodes alive and network functional all time.

When the SU is utilizing licensed spectrum the CR constantly monitors the presence or
absence of the PU. When a primary user is comes back to use its channel, SU has to leave
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the channel and CR again sense spectrums to find vacant channel in order to continue the
transmission. A lot of energy and time is wasted during sensing the channel again and again.

To continue the transmission of the node with minimum delay multi-channel sensing tech-
niques are being focused. Multi-channel sensing in CR solves this problem by sensing multiple
channels simultaneously to make continuous transmission of secondary node. Collaborative multi-
channel sensing efficiently reduce the sensing energy and delay in the communication [11]. In a CR
multi-channel architecture, the CR-enabled IoT device sense multiple spectrums simultaneously,
process the gathered channel states and decide the channel for SU.

In previous studies the researchers mainly focused to apply IoT system in spectrum shar-
ing [12,13] or enabling IoT devices for energy harvesting. However, there are few studies that
focus on spectrum sharing techniques with energy harvesting enabled IoT devices. The corporative
information transmission mode is essential for the IoT and the shared spectrum. In most of
studies time slot mechanism is used for sensing channel, data communication and energy harvest-
ing [14]. Considering the challenges of the existing spectrum sharing networks, it is necessary that,
IoT nodes adept CR advances for spectrum sensing and selecting spectrum for energy harvesting
without any external assistance along with region based multi-channel sensing approach to enable
the IoT nodes to sense multiple regions simultaneously and to take the efficient decision.

This paper proposes region based multi-channel sensing architecture in ad-hoc CR enabled
IoT network. The IoT devices in the network sense multiple regions simultaneously without
any external aid as they are enabled with CR techniques. The network comprises of secondary
and primary nodes. The coverage area of primary node in divided into Harvesting Region and
Communication Region. The SU is allowed to harvest energy when it is in harvesting region and
transmit data when it is in communication region. The paper compares the energy harvesting
and energy consumption behavior when the SU can sense single channel and when SU can sense
multiple channels. Also discuss the pattern of channel utilization, channel load and availability
for uni-channel sensing and for the CR-enabled multi-channel sensing architecture.

The rest of the paper discusses the literature behind this work, the proposed architecture,
experimental results and discussion on them. And last the conclusion and some future work
related to proposed study.

2 Literature Review

Cognitive radio is proposed as a novel solution to solve the spectrum deficit problems. The
basic idea of cognitive radio is that unlicensed or Secondary Users (SUs) are allowed to utilize
the spectrum of licensed users which are also known as primary users (PUs) in an opportunistic
manner [15,16]. The concept of CR-based IoT network is briefly discussed in [17], in which the
principles of implementing CR in IoT based applications and the schemes and frameworks are
explained. The frameworks are classified on the basis of context and volume of data. Lastly, the
survey presents the real-world issues and the future directions for hardware devices of CR-based
IoT network. But it did not focus on the techniques and ways to share vacant spectrum bands, the
MAC protocols and the appropriate spectrum sensing approaches for an IoT based application.
A comprehensive study of applying frameworks in spectrum sharing for CR- based IoT networks
is proposed in [18]. The study evaluate the existing schemes of spectrum sensing and sharing,
the issues and the challenges that are faced in real world applications, and then propose an
architecture of spectrum sharing process on four layers in CR-based IoT networks. However, the
study did not focus on the suitability of spectrum sensing techniques for IoT applications and the
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adaptation of the proper MAC protocol. Afterwards, a lot of research carried on the approaches
that include channel assignments to MAC protocols in wireless networks and cognitive radio
networks. A local synchronized and periodic Sensor-MAC (SMAC) protocol presented in [19],
Wise-MAC that uses TDMA protocol for data channel assessment and CSMA for control channel
assessment in [20], and a MAC protocol SIFT proposed for event driven sensor network in [21].

Due to limited number of channels and uncertain time errors the present multi-channel
protocols are not sufficient. The authors in [22] put forward a novel tree-based multichannel
scheme TMCP for data collecting applications, the disjoint trees are allocated channels to achieve
parallel transmission in the network rather that assigning channels to the nodes. Potential radio
interference can be highly reduced by using greedy algorithm. By this technique the performance
of the network can be elevated.

When the energy of sensor node is depleted its battery need to be changed which was
more challenging and sometimes impossible. There battery-free energy harvesting nodes were more
encouraged in the network. The authors in [23] propose an online algorithm for IoT nodes to
harvest energy in cognitive radio network without compromising the data quality and transmission
delay. The algorithm proves to be cost effective and optimal solution as compared to non-energy
harvesting case. In [24] suggest a hybrid energy storage technique which can refill its energy
from the environment. The studies shows that single fixed capacitor cannot fulfill the energy
harvesting requirements of scattered mobile networks. Hence a dual-capacitor is encouraged in the
paper. The environmental flexible learning algorithm anticipates the available ambient energy and
shift between two capacitors. Radio frequency energy harvesting techniques are becoming as an
emerging technology for advance wireless network. The authors in [25] present a novel architecture
where a node utilize the electromagnetic waves from the radio frequency signals emit in wireless
network system to harvest its energy consumed during the data transfer. The researchers in [26]
propose a CR-WSN network based on energy harvesting model in a non-ordinary Markovian
battery structure and also propose the frame structure sensing the spectrum and energy harvesting.
In [27] suggest a new networking architecture in which a smart grid environment the IoT devices
are empowered with energy harvesting techniques it enhances the compatibility and connectivity
of IoT nodes in the network. The proposed architecture launches CR in IoT enabled smart grid
to control spectrum shortage problem and creating a more efficient network. Researchers are
focusing for designing RF energy harvesting circuits. The architecture presented in [28] focus on
a unique approach in which he secondary user made capable to harvest energy from the primary
transmitter. The Power transmitter is protected from secondary node interference by relating a
guard zone. The secondary node harvest energy in the harvesting zone. Noticing the impact of
harvesting and guard zone the transmission probability is being noticed. Early corporative multi
channel sensing consumes more energy, to sense the spectrums and decide a vacant spectrum in
the network. The authors in [29] applies non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) to cognitive
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) architecture in order to enhance the IoT
nodes lifetime. To harvest energy from radio signals, power splitting mode is applied. Also two
cognitive modes: overlay mode and underlay mode are proposed to enhance the performance of
architecture. The researchers in [30] propose an efficient region based multichannel sensing. A win-
win architecture is designed according to which a secondary user is allowed to sense the spectrum.
If the channel is found idle secondary user transmit data and if the channel is found busy the
SU can utilize the channel for energy harvesting. Only a selective number of nodes are allowed
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to sense the spectrum in order to reduce the sensing energy. By using machine learning algorithm
SUs can be efficiently trained to sense and take the decision.

3 Proposed Architecture

For a simple ad-hoc network we consider that there are two primary nodes P1 and P2 and
a secondary node SU. Usually a primary node covers 38 km circular area. The coverage area
of primary node is divided into two regions; the near circular area 0–19 km specified as energy
harvesting region, and 19–38 km circular area as communication region. A SU is permitted
to harvest energy when it is in harvesting region and allowed to transfer data when it is in
communication region. The regions of nearby nodes overlap with each other giving the concept
of multichannel sensing for a SU. The paper emphasis on the behavior of secondary node in
these overlapped regions. The energy harvesting and data communication behavior when SU is in
coverage area of one primary node and when it is in overlap regions. The proposed network is
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Proposed architecture

In this proposed architecture P1 is the first primary node, P2 is the second primary node,
R11 is the harvesting region of node P1, R12 is communication region of P1, R21 represents
harvesting region P2 and R22 as communication region of P2. These regions overlap in three
ways; a) the harvesting region of nodes overlap with each other b) the communication region
of both nodes overlap and c) harvesting region of one node overlap with communication region
of other node. The co-ordinates of primary nodes are assumed to be known by using GPS
tracker. The coordinates of SU (x, y) are estimated by Angle of Arrival (AoA). The AoA uses
triangulation principle to find the position of the node.
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The primary nodes have different Antenna Gains. The antenna gain can be defined as the
power of the node. It expresses the amount of energy harvested from harvesting region and energy
consumed during communication. The gained power can be calculated by the Friis Equation.

The algorithm for proposed network is divided into two halves, when there is Uni-Channel
Sensing i.e., SU is in single region and when SU is in overlap region and performs Multi-Channel
Sensing.

4 Algorithms

4.1 Uni-Channel Sensing

In single channel sensing if SU is in energy harvesting region of a node, it calculates the
distance from that node by using Euclidean distance formula and checks whether there is need
of energy or not. If node energy is not full, it harvest from the primary node. The quantity of
energy harvested depends on antenna gain of the primary node.

Similarly if SU is in communication region of any node it determines whether SU has any
data to be transmitted and the PU channel is free, and node energy is sufficient for transmission,
the SU transmit the data from that licensed channel.
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4.2 Multi-Channel Sensing

In Multi-Channel sensing when the CR based SU is in multiple regions (overlap region) of
nodes; choose the operation on the basis of following three conditions:

(a) If the SU is in harvesting region of both nodes, the SU determines whether there is any
need of harvesting and then harvest from the nearest primary node.

(b) If the SU is in the harvesting region of one node and in the communication region of
other node, CR checks out if SU has some data for transmission, licensed channel is
unoccupied and SU energy is enough for communication, it permits SU to use the channel
for communication. If any these conditions didn’t fulfils it checks the energy level of SU,
if there is need to harvest energy it allows SU for harvesting.
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(c) If node is in communication region of both primary nodes, the node uses the channel of
nearest primary node if there is any data for transmission and node energy is enough for
the communication. Also if the licensed channel is unoccupied.

The proposed algorithm assists the SU to sense multiple channels simultaneously on the basis
of regions and take proficient decision according to the requirement of the node. This makes
network more dedicated and exceptional.

5 Results and Discussion

The experiment is performed in MATLAB R2019b for experiment a licensed channel of
915 Hz frequency is considered. Initial node energy is 60 dBm (900 joules). Maximum node
energy assumed to be 1.015 joules and threshold value or minimum energy required for data
transmission should be 1.010 joules. If SU is near to the PU more energy can be harvested and
as the SU moves away the amount of energy harvesting decreases. Similarly if node is near to
PU less energy is consumed during data transmission and as the distance increases the amount
of energy consumption also increases. The maximum and minimum energy that a SU can harvest
or consumed during communication can be;

Tab. 1 shows that node can harvest more energy when is near to primary node P2 than P1.
And maximum energy consumed during transmission is less when SU communicate through P1
channel as compared to P2. So for a more efficient network SU should prefer P2 for energy
harvesting and P1 for data transmission.

Table 1: Maximum and minimum energy harvested or consumed

Node Max-energy
harvested

Min-energy
harvested

Max-energy
consumed

Min-energy
consumed

P1 5.111 1.409 3.714 2.214

P2 1.6312 1.612 1.115 7.214

5.1 Energy Harvesting Phenomenon
The primary node P2 has more energy transmitting power than the primary node P1. So more

energy is harvested when SU harvest from P2 than P1.

The rise in energy level when harvested from P1 and P2 is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 represents that as SU moves toward the PU there is increase in energy level. When the
SU is at maximum distance 17 km away from the primary nodes, the energy harvested from P1
is 1.709 joules and energy harvested from P2 is 5.609 joules, there is not much great difference in
energy harvesting when SU is away from the node. But when a SU is nearest to PU at distance of
5 km then energy harvested from P2 is 6.510 joules and from P1 is 2.010 joules, hence the energy
harvested from P2 is much more than P1.

In order to make network more proficient the proposed architecture allow SU to harvest
energy from the nearest node. In overlap region when node is close to P1 it harvest energy from
P1 and when it is near to P2 it harvest energy from P2. Hence the energy harvested in overlap
region is more efficient than energy harvested from node P1 only.

The energy harvesting phenomenon from P1 and overlap region is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: Energy harvested from P1 and P2

Figure 3: Energy harvested from P1 and P1P2

Fig. 3 represents that SU harvest more energy from overlap region as compared to node P1.
More time will consume if node refills energy from node P1 than the overlap region. Hence it
is focused that when SU is in harvesting region of both primary nodes i.e., in overlap region, it
should harvest energy from its closest primary node in contrast to that it harvest energy from a
single primary node.

5.2 Energy Consumption Phenomenon
The ratio of energy consumed for communication through licensed channel depends on data

size and mainly on the antenna power of the primary node. A PU with more antenna gain
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consumes more energy during data transmission as compared to a PU that has low antenna gains.
Also if SU is away from the PU more energy is drained. In proposed network P1 takes less energy
during data transmission because it has less antenna gains as compared to P2 that consumes more
energy for transmission as its antenna gains are high. It is focused that least energy should be
consumed during data transmission so that SU could communicate for long time.

Fig. 4 shows this fact,

Figure 4: Energy consumption of P1 and P2

It is shown in Fig. 4 that as the SU moves away that is distance increases from the primary
node, the energy required for data transmission also increases.

The primary node P2 consumes more energy because of high antenna gain than the P1 that
has less antenna gains. In order to make the network more consistent and energy proficient the
model of overlap region is presented. In overlap communication region when the SU is near to
P1 it transmits data through P1 channel and when is near to P2 it communicates data through
P2. In this way network consumes less energy in contrast to the situation when it only transmits
data through the node that has antenna gains.

This fact is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 represents that in overlap region (communication region of both nodes) the decision
is taken on the basis of distance, the SU communicates from the channel to the nearest pri-
mary node. In experiment during 6 time slots, three times the SU is near to P1 and transmit
data utilizing its channel and three times SU is near to P2 and uses its channel. But still the
accumulative energy consumed in overlap region is much less than the energy consumed if data
is only transmitted from node P2. Thus with the help of overlap region energy consumption of
a node can be significantly reduced as compared the data only transmitted from the node that
requires more transmitting power. In this way the network proves to be more cost-effective. Thus
with the concept of overlap regions there is a prominent change in energy harvesting and energy
consumption as compared to the data transmitted or energy harvested from a single primary node.
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Figure 5: Energy consumption phenomenon

5.3 Channel Utilization
Channel utilization can be described as the portion of time available for SU to use the

licensed channel, until PU arrives back to use its channel. If there are N numbers of SU, and
the channel is allotted to yth preferred SU.

The channel utilization can be calculated as Eq. (1).

CU = (N + 1)− y
N

(1)

The Eq. (1) is applied when there is one channel available for a SU or SU can sense and
takeover only one channel at a time.

When SU are authorized with CR functionalities and can sense more than one channel in the
network, channel utilization can be calculated as Eq. (2).

CU =
∑M

m=1 Λ (N + 1)− y×m
N×M

(2)

When the SU can sense single channel and takeover that channel for transmission the SU
that channel for more time even it is not much preferred and is away from the SU. But when the
SU is empowered with CR abilities, SU sense multiple channels then SU utilizes a less preferred
channel for less time and then takeover other preferred channel as soon as possible.

Fig. 6 shows channel utilization when there is single channel and when SU is in overlap region
giving the concept of multi-channel.

In Fig. 6, there is preference of SU to use the primary channel on x-axis and utilization
rate on y-axis. Channel preference shows how much SU prefers this channel to be used. Channel
utilization is maximum when the channel is first priority of SU, and decreases as the priority
decreases. Blue curve shows channel utilization when the SU can sense and use only channel, and
red curve shows the channel utilization when the SU is enabled to sense multiple channels.
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Figure 6: Channel utilization

Fig. 6 shows that channel utilization of overlap region is less than the single channel, it means
that as the preference of SU decreases the channel is allocated for small time and as soon as
new available channel is sensed the SU is shifted to that channel. And when there is an only one
channel available channel utilization decrease slowly. This proves that overlap regions intends to
provide better channel assignment to the secondary channel as compared to the single region.

5.4 Channel Load
Channel load represents the proportion of licensed channel used by the SU in a specific time.

The data traffic or the number of users that attempts to use the primary channel described as
channel load. The channel load can be calculated as the Eq. (3).

CL= λ

μ×C
(3)

In Eq. (3), λ is the arrival rate, μ is service rate and C represents the number of channels.

The channel load for a single channel and multi-channels are shown below.

In Fig. 7, arrival rate is shown on x-axis and load is represented on y-axis. The blue line
represents the channel load when there is only one channel that is SU can sense and use a single
channel and red line shows when the SU is in overlap region and can sense multiple channels
simultaneously. This figure shows that as the arrival rate increases channel load also increases.
When the arrival rate is minimum 5 the load on single channel is 1 and for multi-channel is
0.5. And when the arrival rate is maximum i.e., 25 the load is 5 for single channel and 2.5 for
the multi-channel scheme. This shows that when the SU is CR-enabled and is in overlap region,
the channel load can be reduced effectively. When there are more secondary users in an overlap
region the requests of SU can be divided among the channels, which greatly reduces the channel
load and enhances the channel availability. This approach makes the network more reliable and
optimistic.
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Figure 7: Channel load

The result shows that when SU is enabled with CR techniques it takes more smart decisions
as compared when it can sense only single channel. In overlap region the more energy can be
harvested as compared to the primary node that has less antenna gain, likewise energy consump-
tion is less other than the node with high antenna gains. The channel utilization and channel load
results also proves this architecture to be more proficient and coherent.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper a region based multichannel sensing architecture in a cognitive radio based IoT
network is proposed. To improve the network performance it is focused to harvest more energy
and to reduce the energy consumption during data transmission by empowering SU to sense
multiple channels in a region based overlap region. The experimental results demonstrate that
energy harvested from an overlap region is much more than the amount of energy harvested from
a single PU having low power transmission. Likewise the energy consumption of node during
data transmission can be remarkably reduced if the SU is allowed to communicate from overlap
region apart from it communicate from a single PU spectrum with high antenna gains. It is also
proved by the experiment that the channel utilization results are more appreciative when the SU is
in overlap region because this approach ensures to find best channel for the SU to harvest energy
or to send data from the channel. Also the channel load can be remarkable reduced in overlap
region as compared to the single channel.

Thus the region based multi-channel sensing technique in CR-enabled IoT network, is proved
to be more systematic and well planned as compared to an ordinary network. By this architecture
node can harvest more energy in less time, energy consumption during data transmission can be
highly reduced, channel utilization is more powerful and load on a channel can be remarkably
reduced. Thus this architecture proves to be more cost-effective and energy-saving forming the
network more promising and functional.

The experiment is conducted considering two primary users and one secondary user. In future
the behavior of network can be studied by considering more PUs and SUs. The overlapped region
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can be expanded and energy saving techniques can be applied. This approach can be implemented
in all IoT enables cognitive radio networks.
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